
Philosophical Worlds or Faith and Life Eternal

Secrecy gains female’s loud applause according to William Blake however the differences yet of compliment between

sexes John Milton wrote of prior is limited perception which women refuse to accept and so system impact is the very

systemic impact of woman’s fear, blame and shame. Tribalism is the most basic level of Spiral Dynamics and with the

world being overpopulated and many foods now including female hormones which literary pharmakia or theological

pharmakeia causes biological damage then wisdom is more than a knowledge of history as “faith” applied. Faith is the

spiritual substance of God’s presence from which watered is growth or kindled by the fire is as warm a gift from God

unique to the self-identity of each believer which Jesus said no one can snatch! John 10:28, Romans 8:38-39, 2 Timothy

1:6 and Hebrews 11:1 and 12:29.
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